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GENE KEYS
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DAY 1
 

DAY 2
 

DAY 3

1ST GENE KEY ~ SIDDHI BEAUTY

2ND GENE KEY ~ SIDDHI UNITY

3RD GENE KEY ~ SIDDHI INNOCENCE

4TH GENE KEY ~ SIDDHI FORGIVENESS

5TH GENE KEY ~ SIDDHI TIMELESSNESS

6TH GENE KEY ~ SIDDHI PEACE

7TH GENE KEY ~ SIDDHI VIRTUE

8TH GENE KEY ~ SIDDHI EXQUISITENESS

9TH GENE KEY ~ SIDDHI INVINCIBILITY

10TH GENE KEY ~ SIDDHI BEING

11TH GENE KEY ~ SIDDHI LIGHT

12TH GENE KEY ~ SIDDHI PURITY

Our curriculum flows on a 3-day school week.
Each month there are 12 days' worth of content & corresponding

activity that parents can adapt to the different age groups.
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What are Gene Keys?





Codon Ring

Gene Key 1 

Shadow

Dilemma

Gift 

Siddhi



Be uncomfortable

Facing the Shadow

Embrace Boredom 

Do something different 

Trust 

Listen to your heart



The creative process

Embracing the Gift

The foundation of creativity

Genius emerges

The fire within the child

We all have this gift



Beauty is all there is

Embodying the Siddhi

What does it mean to be beautiful?

Beauty and Unity

How do we find beauty?

What is true beauty?



Beauty Activity 

Choose something beautiful you wish to create
-a painting or drawing

-a beautiful meal or dessert
-an experience of something new 

 
Go with the first thing that comes to you! 

If you wish to paint or draw something, gather some 
supplies & choose what picture you wish to create!

 
If you want to cook a meal or bake a dessert, get your
ingredients & bless each one. Then create the most

beautiful meal you can imagine! Be creative. 
 

If you wish to experience something new such as going
to a park, watching a new movie with your family, playing
a new game, etc., then ask your parents and plan a fun

unity experience for you all! 
 
 



T H E  W A Y  O F  O R I E N T A T I O N

Gene Key 2 
Shadow
Dislocation 

Dilemma
Agenda

Gift
Orientation 

Codon Ring
The Ring of Water

Siddhi
Unity



T H E  D I L E M M A  O F  A G E N D A

Facing the Shadow
The Shadow of Dislocation

Its the shadow of dislocation because it's been
dislocated by human consciousness. It's in the

wrong place. The feminine is being, the masculine
is becoming. It's a perfect mistake! Evolution is an

agenda. Dislocation is about having an agenda.

Our Perception

Our perception dislocates us from the truth. We
can't be separate from the truth even if we try. We

are the truth, every step of the way.

Making Mistakes

It's not possible for a human being to make a
mistake, but at the shadow frequency we believe

that mistakes exist. We believe that we know
better than life. We believe we're in control. 

The Shadow of our Busyness
We've forgotten how to receive, how to simply be and how
to trust. We're already home. It is inside of us. It lies at a

higher frequency and can only be discovered through love.
Only the mind and emotions have an agenda. The heart
has no agenda. We have to face to void inside of us, it's

how we get home. 

We are a Part of Life
Life is growing through us. Life is dreaming

through us. Life is us. Yet we feel separate. It's not
our fault. We're in a phase of our evolution in
which our perception is limited by our biology
and our biology is limited by our perception.



T H E  G I F T  O F  O R I E N T A T I O N

Embracing the Gift
Becoming Aware

We orient ourselves as we become aware of the
shadow frequencies. When we feel lost we need to
surrender to the feeling and allow it to soak in our

bones. When we feel sad, dislocated, angry,
afraid, joyous, blissful, we can allow the feeling to

be infused in our bones.

The Gift of Receiving
Receive all that which comes our way. Receive and
trust in everything that comes our way. We must

give ourself to it, listen to it and let it all in.

The 2nd Gift
The Gift of Orientation means we begin to open

our heart up to life. We begin to allow life to
resonate inside us at a higher frequency. We

begin to love it. We let it crush us (energetically),
we soak it in, we let the water in.

To Orient is to Love
Energetically, we let others know that fear is safe. Fear is safe. That's

the key sentence to this Gift. Let it sink into us deeply. This is our gift,
to bring others out of the shadows and begin to turn them inwards

towards the Source inside them. To orient someone is to love them.

Surrender to Everything

The more we surrender to everything, to every
moment as perfect, the more oriented we

become. The more we drop our agendas, our
trying, our incessant concerns, the more we

radiate the presence inside us. It opens up the
currents of the quantum field. We become a field

of transformational forces.



U N I T Y

Embodying the Siddhi
Unity is Home

It is the Siddhi of Oneness. It is our original
essence. All life leads here. 

In Humans...
In human beings it leads us beyond our
perception, beyond our senses, into the

vibrations within our cells, within our DNA. 

The Prime Yin and Yang
These first two gene keys are spirit and form,

energy and matter. Yet they are so inside each
other we can't tell which is which. There aren't

two things anymore. There is no more separation,
which is Oneness. 

How to Find Unity
The only way to find unity is to dissolve. This is why the

symbol of the 2nd gene key is water. We have to allow all
our boundaries and attachments to dissolve into life. We
only have to melt into our own life to become one with it.

Melt into the dream that's life. Just surrender ourself to life.
Become soft, become like water.

The Divine Feminine
The 2nd Siddhi is the Divine Feminine. The Divine
Feminine is a mystery. It means we can't make a
mistake. It's inviting us to receive the universe

through our daily lives. It's inviting us to trust, to
remember the feeling of trust.  



Unity Activity 
 
 

Practice your receiving & manifestation skills
with your family. Come up with a few things that

you and your family would like to receive! 
 

This could be a surprise or gift, a new car for your
family, some new toys, an experience you all wish

to have together, or it could be more laughter,
more joy, etc. 

 
Sit down with your family and write down all the
things you wish to manifest to create more love

and joy for you. Then each of you will set the
intention to receive the blessings! 

 
Place your piece of paper with your

manifestations somewhere in your house and
place some special items along with it. Then get

ready to receive! 



















Throughout our life we grow up a certain way
within our family, our culture and collective
human society. We adopt beLIEf systems,

which are attachments to opinions about how
things are and how to live life. These put us

into lower, fear-based frequencies.
INTOLERANCE is what the EGO mind does

with all those thoughts we think are true.  
EGO is Edging God Out, making us think

without compassion and with no Open Heart. 
 We refuse to see the other sides, limiting
Truth to our convenience. When someone

becomes intolerant, they attach to their lower
perspectives and the mind logically supports

this with endless justifications and
explanations. In this very tangled up and

made up world, the mind becomes reactive
and controlled by emotions. When we take it
personally that someone else is different and 
 we are intolerant of others, attaching to our
opinion and allowing anger, blame, lying, to

defend our emotional reaction. 
The Shadow of the mind thrives to keep

logically supporting its will. Yet, when we open
up our hearts to Love, it becomes our GIFT of

UNDERSTANDING! 



BEings that are not in their heart and in their
minds, are attaching to their emotions, and it
controls the way that they live their lives. The
unresolved emotions we hold on to feed our
mind and create a "logical framework", with
built-in absolutes, judgments and opinions. 

When we are in deep Intolerance, 
we become blinded by our own logic and see

only our side.

OPINION
OPINION
OPINION



The fact that the mind is all about analyzing
and being logical, is what will bring us to the
gift of understanding, to BEing able to see all
sides. When the mind is transformed it brings
an objective view based on NO sides, then 
 the divine brain is activated. This creates a
sense of safety, as the mind brings forth a
mental assuredness in our personal view.

Meanwhile the true feeling of safety can only
be achieved when we trust the unknown and
surrender to truth in the present MOMent. In
the shadow aspect we have been restless in

finding the answers to questions and finding a
one true view about things. A true

innerstanding of the bigger picture cannot be
achieved by the mind, no answer will bring full

peace. You will eventually grow out of the
lower frequencies as the minds effort to

finding answers is being brought into the light,
seeking to know everyones view and feel into

multiple aspects from different angles. 
To view our own life, or other BEings, through

the lens of Understanding is to bring you a
deeper understanding of others and you. 
As soon as we choose to let go of our own
opinion there is nothing that needs to be

defended anymore. 



This Gene Key has a very special aspect. In
the younger generation of crystal children here
now and all crystal children that will be born,
this Key's shadow will have been transmitted
already. Entering the realm with the gift of this
understanding, these special souls bring forth

a change in technology, with no more
problems creating through intolerance, yet

solution based through including all
possibilities. 

This shift and leap of Faith in human evolution
is an inevetible healing. 



Once we have made the quantum leap in
understanding, there is no longer any need to

understanding. We gain a heart centered
awareness of physicality and energies. The

need to defend our prejudices and fear in logic
is falling away.

Logic is  becoming a view point that focuses
on the highest, most effective way of living for
ALL, while aproaching all living systems with a

deeper innerstanding, theTruth of our
ONENESS with all. FORGIVENESS isn't
restless like intolerance or understaning.

Forgiveness finds a peaceful place of
acceptance in our hearts, that is capable of

melting down every border, any boundary and
bring freedom through understanding =

innerstanding.  A step of involution, evolution,
a process that is happening inside of you, by
forgiveness for self. Often Forgiveness can

unfold, after something happens further down
in the future. The Siddhi of forgiveness is

being able to release old timeline energy and
bringing forth a deep healing for you and your

ancestors.
Forgiveness does not obey any human law or

minds rule. 
It is an agent of Divine Grace, here to bring

resolution to old debt. 



The Siddhi of Gene Key 4, FORGIVENESS, is
about bringing forth into manifestation a
collective union. Any and all old karma /

energetic debt will be, by this gene key fully
transmuted. We manifest this energy of

forgiveness by physically dissolving all border
and all illusionary financial debt. There will be
no longer any attachments, only pure whole
truth in the present moment of now in love

everywhere present! Through this Gene Key,
through the forgiveness of anything and

everything that ever happened, all atoms can
come back to the beginning, their true origin,

changing the entire world. 
This is the final Key Miracle that will bring an
end to the old world of duality and bring back

the ONEness with source herself! 



Forgiveness
Ceremony



A beautiful GOD-given spiritual tool is writing a ceremony, then
letting it be carried away by water or burned by fire (please with
help for young angels :) and if you cannot write yet, you can ask

someone that can write, to help! Or simply color and express freely
on paper by following the INTENSIONS OF YOUR HEART.

 
When someone does something that makes us angry, hurt, mad or

feel a certain lower way, or when we have an argument with
someone, or even when we hurt someone else, we can use a

simple piece of paper to color, draw or write on, cutting all cords
with the emotions, sending them into the galactic- central sun for
transformation into the highest good for all. Allowing in only divine

understanding, of not needing to know, and have full forgiveness for
one another and yourself,  in the no matter what. Trust LOVE to

wash away all bad emotions, and allow the Unknown to bring forth
a beautiful transformation of Forgiveness with 

LOVE SURPRISES EVERYWHERE!  

I let go
I forgive

I love



THE ENDING

OF

TIME…

Shadow: Impatience

Gift: Patience
Siddhi: Timelessness



The 5th Gene Key holds all the codes and patterns of life.
These codes are stored within every single living cell.

These cells are then divided into our DNA. The 5th Gene
Key holds all the rhythmical patterns that allow a cell to

become balanced within its environment.

It is a great mystical chess piece within the genome.  A
genome is a whole set of genes within a cell.  The 5th

Gene Key brings together all separate cells into one great
universal rhythm which is called…

“The Pulse of Life”.



Shadow of Impatience –

The NewGenetic Code
Impatience is a low-frequency human response to life’s

conditions.  It puts tension and nervousness in the air.  It’s
an uncontrollable, energy to be around.

An example of this… is when… a person rushes an
activity because they want something to be done on their

time or their (ego’s) time.  Or they are unhappy within their
present circumstances.

However, Creation does not work on our (ego’s) time.  In
other words, our personal wants or needs.  Creation is on



the highest timeline, which is Divine Timing, not timing of
the ego.

Divine Timing works in accordance with the frequency of
love. Love does not rush Creation.  When we are in the

frequency of love, we surrender to the rhythm of life.

When Gene Key 5 is activated within our DNA it is easier
for us to flow with the rhythm of life which is love.

When a person is showing impatience, activities do not go
as smoothly, and events are not as fulfilling.  In fact, it may

even fail, because the timing will be out of its natural
rhythm.  The rhythm will be unstable and erratic.  There

will also be a lot of stress.

An example:  A house is built fast because the builder
wants to make as many houses as possible.  Due to the
house being built fast, the house ends up with cracks in



the walls and electrical issues.  Now he must go back and
fix everything.

Impatience is really teaching us – to surrender to patience.
To surrender to patience is to surrender to love.  In other

words, “what would love do”.  It’s a marvelous thing.

If the house was made with love and was made bit by bit,
little by little within the rhythmic flow of life… the house

would have been built with a stronger foundation.
Therefore, strong walls and no electrical problems.



In true reality… life will flow in the way it wishes to, and if
you fight it, you’re only going to create problems and ill

health for yourself.  Impatience can cause a lot of
unnecessary stress.  So, look at your life and see how

deep your impatience is.  How much do you let impatience
rule your life?

Gift of Patience – The
Library of Light



“Patience is not the ability to wait,
but the ability to be calm no matter
what happens, we have faith in the
unknown and we surrender to the
highest good all, we surrender to

love”

The 5th Gift of Patience is the way in which the Shadow
transforms into the Gift.   It’s the field – the spaciousness –

in which dynamic change, the alchemy of life occurs.

We allow ourselves and others to process, transform and
grow.  We surrender and allow divine grace, compassion,
and love to take control.  We are grateful for what we have

in the moment.



Patience is the underlying foundation of love.

Patience is when we learn to except people for who they
are and where they are at, and we love ourselves for who

we are and where we are at in the present moment.

For example, a child comes into a new classroom.  The
child is quiet and does not move.  Instead, he sits by the

door with a fearful face.  The teacher patiently waits for the
child to feel comfortable and does not force the child to

come in.  The teacher gives the child space and allows the
child to come in whenever the child feels comfortable.



Patience is when we understand that we are not in control.
We understand that everyone and everything is a teacher.
We see the higher perceptive in all things.  We surrender

to Creation for the highest good.

We begin to listen to our bodies and listen to how our
bodies respond to the rhythms of the earth and the

planets.  For example, we may feel energetic during a full
moon, or we may feel tired during a new moon.

Therefore, we may take more action on the full moon and
less action on the new moon.



When we have patience, we honor the moon cycles, the
seasons, and our own astrological birth chart.  We balance



When we learn patience, we know that we do not need to
rush anything.  We learn that love does not rush.

This is the whole work we’re each here to do: To transform
this suffering that our fate brings us, to accept it gladly into

an opening heart, and use that heart to open to deeper
love.

When we are patient, we do not force or try to control an
outcome.  We give space.  We allow the transformation to

happen naturally.

So, treasure Patience, and measure your progress by how
patient you are…



Siddhi of Timelessness

Hitting the Speed of Being…

Timelessness does not care whether the body is exhibiting
patience or impatience.  Timelessness simply is.  Thus,
Patience is the death of all fighting. Timelessness is just

being, it is eternal.

In timelessness, we are in the present moment of now.
We do not worry about the past and we do not worry about

the future.  We have full trust in our divine creator and in
our selves.

We move and dance with the rhythm of creation. We face
our true north within the present moment.  We fully accept
where we are at in the moment.  The present moment is

full of magic.



Activity #1…
As you sit or stand near nature… by a tree or by the water,

say the following affirmations…

I let love flow through my soul…

I let light flow in my heart…

I let warmth radiate my belly…

I let purity shimmer in my bones…

I let kindness resound in my voice…

I let clarity shine through my heart…

I let comfort and peace surround my life,
touching all whom I meet…

I let comfort and peace in the world, bringing
all beings into perfect unity…



State the following I AM Affirmations…

I am grateful for where I am at in this moment

I am in the flow

I am in joy at all moments

I am grateful for all

I am calm and at peace

I am in full trust that everything will happen in divine time

I breathe in love and breathe out love

I forgive myself & others

I am patient with myself

I treat others with patience and respect

I listen with patience and love

I am joyful and content with my life

My heart is open to miraculous things happening to me.

I trust the Universes timing

Everything I need comes to me exactly at the right
moment

I treat others with patience, kindness, and love



Connect with the healing powers of Turquoise.  Turquoise is an
amazing stone to help with patience.  It is a sky-blue watery

colored stone.  It looks like the blue ocean. Blue is the color that
calms the soul, that reminds us of the flow of water, the cleaning

energy of the earth.

Turquoise – “I am at the right place at the right time”

“I am connected to the rhythm of life”

You can wear turquoise as a bracelet or a neckless.  You can
place a turquoise stone in your pocket or have it in your home.  It



is a great stone that calms the nerve system and brings inner
peace.

Activity #4



Activity #5
Take care of the Elderly or Children!!!

Having the opportunity to help a child or an elderly person can
take a great deal of patience.  I person must me very patience
when dealing with the young and old.  One must have a lot of
compassion for both.  Compassion takes nurturing and a lot of

patience.





The Path to Peace
Gene Key 6

Balancing Our Emotional States



The process of balancing our 
emotional states is learned through 

experience and is a process that begins 
within.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 During our lifetimes we walk from the 
Shadow state of Conflict, which is the 
6th Gene Keys lower expression, to the 

Gift of Diplomacy, to the Siddhi of 
Peace in its highest expression.



One of the main lessons learned through 
this experience is how to not take things 

personally or attach to the emotions that 
you are feeling. This is a process of 

balancing polarities, beginning with your 
own masculine and feminine energies.



The gift of 
diplomacy

"The ability to adjust your own 
behavior to create a harmonious 

exchange with others."
- Richard Rudd

The repressive nature of the 6th shadow is over- 
attentive. These beings try to maintain peace at all 
cost, regardless of how it affects them internally. 

Repressive natures will hold how they feel inside 
creating disharmony within.

The reactive nature of this shadow is tactless. These 
beings are unable to control their emotions at all. 
These beings feel that the problem is always with
the other person and project how they feel onto 

others.



once you are able to see your own unconscious 
projections, you stop reacting and blaming 

others for how you feel. this gift is activated 
when your heart begins to open to other beings. 
when you refuse to play the 'blame game' others 
have no choice but to face their own shadows.



"The Gift of Diplomacy is far more than the ability to 
speak the right words, however. That is a mere 

surface skill that can be mastered by anyone even at 
a low frequency. True diplomacy is an energetic gift 
operating through a person's aura. Because this 6th 
Gene Key is so embedded within human sexuality, it is 
about the penetration of borders and boundaries. 
Because of the 6th shadow, there is a tremendous

friction between the opposite sexes. Both sides are so 
busy defending their individuality that there is very 
little real love or connection. But this friction is 

maintained only as long as each party hangs on to 
its defenses."  - Richard Rudd



The Siddhi of 
Peace

The 6th Siddhi is the expansive result of balancing 
polarities through the gift of the 6th Gene Key. It is 

the realization that separation is an illusion and 
there is no need for defenses.

The Body of Glory
"Peace is the auric emanation that surrounds a 

being in a Siddhic state" -Rr



Activity
The Art of Rock Balancing

Add a Take some lTake some momentsittle
Take some moments to gather some rocks from 
outside. Look for stones you feel you can easily 

balance.
 Now find a place where you feel relaxed, centered 

and able to create.
Once you have found your place to create and your 

rocks to work with, you can begin.



In-line Balancing is a grand place 
to start, which is the balancing of 

rocks, one right on top of the 
other.

Have fun and be creative. 

If you feel you would like 
to try balancing the

rocks in a different way, 
go for it! 



 Division; Guidance; Virtue;
 A world divided Power behind the Repairing the 
 Throne world

 Shadow Gift Siddhi

Virtue is its own reward

*7th Gene Key*



The 7th Gene Key shadow is a world divided by those who 
rule for power and authority rather than service to 
others. Humanity has been programmed to live a 
narcissistic and selfish life, and that casts the shadow of 
separation over our world. 

Separation is an illusion

 Division
~*~Shadow~*~



The Gift of the 7th Gene Key is the Gift of Guidance-’The 
Power Behind the Throne’. Once the shadow is dissolved, the
rightful leaders will embrace their true power, and be the 
guides for humanity to co-created establishments of self 
empowerment, structures of unity and trades that thrive 
on service to others.

 Illusion of division will fall, Unity conscious will rise!

~*Gift*~ 
 Guidance



The Siddhi for Gene Key 7 is Virtue, Repairing the World. 
This Siddhi surrenders to nature and Christ 
Consciousness and needs no validation from the outside 
illusion of separation. This brings beings into the 
vibrations of higher consciousness that ripple out into 
the collective that we are all one.

 

~*Siddhi~*
 Virtue



Connecting with Nature is

A wonderful way to connect with our 

Divine oneness. Go sit with a tree, feel its energy, 

Speak to the flowers, tell them how beautiful they are! 

Listen to the songs the birds sing,

Feel the air on your face! 

~*Activity`*





















Shadow: Inertia
Gift: Determination
Siddhi: Invincibility

9th Gene Key

Shadow: Inertia
There are many adults in the world who don’t fulfil their

dreams because they get caught in survival mode. As
youth grow up, they observe many things and when they

don’t focus on what matters to them such as their
passion, or how to make the world a better place, they get

caught in other things that don’t bring them joy. 
 

They get stuck in a mundance energy pattern of routine
and they don’t do anything about it. They disempower

themselves believing that it will always be the same and
that there is nothing that they can do about it. It’s like
putting a car on autopilot and the car simply keeps going
down the same road, never turning off in a new direction.
These people become unhappy and feel drained because

they are not following their heart.
 



Once we realize that we have the power to change our
life situation, we start to take steps towards making
our dreams a reality. We become disciplined with our
daily activities and put our focus on what matters to
us. For example, say you love dancing or painting but
your friends don’t and they just like playing video

games, just to fit in you also play video games instead
of doing what you love. 

 
With this gift of determination, you make a

commitment to dance or paint every day instead of
playing video games. Every action honoring your heart

and what brings you joy, has a beautiful butterfly
effect on the world. We are moving into a higher

frequency of purpose and joy, the more people enjoy
what they truly love to do, the closer we get to
fulfilling all our mission here, which is to bring
Heaven on Earth, and having fun along the way.

 

The Gift: Determination

Siddhi: Invincibility

We have the power of love and inner strength
within us that is undefeatable. Nothing can stop
us once we truly connect to love. This is the

power that makes us untouchable. Know that even
the smallest acts of love affect the whole. When

we dedicate our life to serving love and
expressing love with joy, we create infinite
opportunities for magic to occur in our lives.

 
 



Activity

What do you enjoy doing? Do you enjoy dancing, singing,
baking, creating art? 

How about learning a magic trick and showing your family
or friends.

 
In this science magic trick, an ordinary straw penetrates
deeply into or through an apple or potato. All you have to
do is thrust the apparently flimsy straw through the apple.
But how can a simple plastic straw—it may be examined
before and after—become so rigid? The answer lies in a
simple technique that takes advantage of air pressure and
good aim. You'll know the trick but your friends won't be

able to reproduce it easily.
How to Do It

Hold the straw in your dominant hand.
Grasp it near the end so you can unobtrusively cap the end

with your thumb and trap the air inside.
Swiftly stab a small apple or potato with the straw.

 
You may need to practice this trick 

a few times to master it.
 
 

https://www.thesprucecrafts.com/best-craft-kits-for-tweens-4159253


10th Gene Key

 

 

 

 

 

Siddhi: Being

 

Gift: Naturalness

 

Shadow: Self Obsession

 

 



The shadow of the 10th Gene Key is Self-

Obsession. Do you wonder who you are and

what you are here for? These questions motivate

us to focus on ourselves. Too much focus on the

self creates an imbalance. We can get so self-

absorbed and only focus on the things that we

want to have or experience for ourselves. When

we are in the shadow, we don’t consider how

others feel or how we can help others. All we

care about is our ego’s wants, needs or desires.

This can manifest in selfishness and you may

find yourself throwing a tantrum because you

are not getting what you want. Its important to

feel into the consequences of your actions and

correct selfish behaviors.

We naturally grow and evolve from the shadow

frequencies of our Gene Keys. With the gift of

awareness, we then spiral into the Siddhic state

of mastery.

 

 



When you are still getting to know who

you are or what you enjoy doing, you

will keep looking for external things to

define who you are. The Gift of

Naturalness comes when we realize

that life isn’t about you or what’s yours.

You are more than your age, you are

not just a child or a teenager, you are

more than your name,or your grade at

school. We are all far more than just

the labels that we have been given. This

gift flowers when we can accept and

appreciate our uniqueness without

questioning it or obsessing over it.

 



You are naturally creative and playful and

there is really no need to keep searching

outside of yourself to find a definition of

who you are. You become comfortable

with the flow of energy coming through

you (also known as Divine Will). You also

can stay curious and adventurous in your

every day life. As children, we naturally do

this. The older we get, the harder it is to

stay present with that natural flow of

energy. Adults for example get caught in

the dramas of the world around them and

this creates worry and unnecessary

stress.

 



The Siddhi of this Gene Key is

mastering the art of Being. Babies and

children under the age of 7 are great

examples of this mastery. They are

purely and simply Being. Love directs

them and they are One with the

present moment. Life is a game, a

dance. This is the secret. We need to

create balance between creativity and

activity with the stillness of Being.

 



Activity:

 

Sit under a tree, speak with the rocks

and try the different bird calls. Say hello

to the stars at night. You can also speak

to the fairies and the gnomes in your

garden. When you water plants, tell

them how much you love them. Mother

Nature is talking to us in all moments

and it is important to spend moments

Being still and hearing her messages.

 



Obscurity 
means something that is not clear. 

This shadow frequency is 
related to our eyes and how we 

see the world outside of ourselves. 
 

The images we see in front of us is very limited as our vision
only sees a small portion of what true reality looks like. 

 
Feel into a dark room with only a candle flame for light. 
The room is dim. We cannot 
see all the details of the room 
because it is very dim.

 

The same applies to our 
world view, we fail to see 

true reality because there is 
something blocking the 

entire light spectrum from 
entering our eyes. 

 

11th Gene Key

Shadow: Obscurity | Gift: Idealism | Siddhi: Light



There are other realms that our eyes cannot see and it has to
do with the imbalance between the right side and the left side

of our brain. 

The right side of 
our brain represents 
the feminine energy 

of creativity and
intuition.

Shadow: Obscurity 

Our feminine side has been heavily suppressed. Look at how
schools heavily focus on linear subjects such as Math and

Science. Arts and Craft subjects are not given enough priority.
The masculine side is what we have been taught to use mostly

and results in us seeing a false reality of reasoning and
separation. 

 
When we activate the feminine side of the brain completely and
bring both sides of the brain into balance, is when we will finally

see everything clearly including mystical creatures and the
spirit realm and other dimensions.

 

The left side of our
brain is masculine

dictated by logic and
control. 



In order to dissolve the shadow frequency and move into the
gift aspect of the 11th gene key, we must focus on activating

the right side of the brain, the feminine energy, through
creativity and allowing more magical moments in our lives.

Children have very vivid imagination and parents often bypass
their imagination as pure fantasy. 

 

Gift: Idealism 

We need to flip this by nurturing and encouraging their
imagination and expression, as well as cultivating our own
imagination without attachments to the imagery that comes

through. The energy of Idealism opens up the natural world of
magic with happy endings, beginnings and storylines. When we
come into balanced harmonics and honor the feminine energy,

we manifest Heaven on Earth.



The mastery of this 
gene key comes when 
we fully dissolve 
separation and lower ego 
frequencies inside of us. 

Feelings of fear, anger 
and taking things personally 

are examples of ego frequencies. 
Feel into things that you 

may be fearful of at 
night such as creatures 

in the closet, maybe under 
your bed or nightmares. 

 
They do not exist in true reality and when we stop believing
in them, we can feel peace in our hearts. We stop judging

and labeling things as good or bad.
 

Siddhi: Light 

Embodying the Godspark or pure light frequency is what this
Siddhi is about. Nothing bad can touch us because we fully
embrace everything and honor the light that lives within us.

Everything is Awesome! 

 



CDs
Flashlight
Colored Pencils
Prism or Crystal
Water and Cup
White Paper

You will need:

 
 

CD and Flashlight (Torch)
Make awesome rainbows using a small flashlight and a CD.
Shine the light from your flashlight onto the surface of the

CD to make a bold beautiful rainbow each time.
 

 
 

Activities

CD Rainbow
Combine rainbows and art with 
this simple idea. Different angles, 
different hues! Place your CD 
on top of a blank piece of paper 
and color around it with the 
matching shade. 

 



Crystal Fun
Use a crystal or a prism and 

natural sunlight to make 
rainbows everywhere. 

We made tiny rainbows all 
over the ceilings and walls 
as the light bent on all the 

different facets of the crystal.

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Activities

Cup and Flashlight With Paper
Place a clear cup filled with water on top of a box or container.
Have a white sheet of paper handy {or a few}. Place the paper
out on the floor and tape to the wall. Use the flashlight to make
neat rainbows by shining it into the water at different angles.
Tough to capture with our camera, but you can get an idea.

Which angle works best? Light bends through the water.

 

Activities courtesy of: 

https://littlebinsforlittlehands.com/how-to-make-rainbows-science-

activities-kids/





SHADOWSHADOW--VANITYVANITY
Shadow: Vanity is learning to love the uniqueness of yourself. You can feel-into

vanity being more of an internal shadow. Vanity can only stop being vanity when

you realize that to love yourself is actually to love everyone else. Vanity becomes

a shadow because it creates a box of self importance. Neglecting the fact that we

are all one and connected. Vanity enables great artistry and intelligence, but at

the same time prevents you from stepping into your wider heart. Vanity is afraid

to come from the heart, for fear of losing its power. Vanity keeps you from truly

loving another, because it wants to make it about you. 



GIFTGIFT--DISCRIMINATIONDISCRIMINATION
Gift: Discrimination has great power for you because it gives you the ability to know
what and who is healthy for you. Vanity is self-destructive whereas discrimination
is about loving the things and people outside of yourself. This gift is deeply
connected to the arts. Whether it's through music, dance or any form of art- it is all
about falling in love. This gift is about communicating these feelings through many
forms of expression. You recognize true expression, which means you will also
understand when something or someone is not authentically expressing true soul
love. 
 



SIDDHISIDDHI--PURITYPURITY
Siddhi: Purity is operating straight from the heart. It's a state of child-like wonder
untainted by needs, wants or desires. This is your true nature, where all is aligned
to Divine love. When your heart recognizes its truth in purity and connection to
everything, you willingly give up the self for the greater good of all. When you view
life in a positive nothing can contaminate your purity. Achieving this state is a
humbling miracle, keeping you in a blissful state because you recognize your
connection to the all. We are indeed all one and when we can walk through life with
that understanding life is magical and humbling. 
 



ACTIVITY: MIRROR TECHNIQUEACTIVITY: MIRROR TECHNIQUE
Stand in front of a mirror and say out loud the following mantras.  Say them in the

morning and in the evening.  

“I am Purity” 

“I am worthy of all Love is” 

“I see love everywhere around me”

"I am my greatest grandest version"

"I Love you"


